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Ali Raju’s story

2010/11 – CIMIC operator and CIMIC tactical team leader with the Hyena Road Project

Ali and his team’s 2nd In Command with one of the Afghan CIMIC operators.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Authors’ note

The principal authors of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, are John Cochrane, a former
member of the unit, and his niece Marina Tinkler, a Concordia University student.
This record of events was prepared in 2015, many years after they occurred. The authors prepared this record
principally using information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved. Where possible, this
information was corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other publicly
available information. The record presents the events as the individuals involved remember them several years
after they occurred.
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Ali Raju’s story

Ali Raju was deployed to Afghanistan on Operation Athena Task Force 3 rotation 10 from November

2010 to July 2011. During his tour, he worked as a Civil-Military Co-operation (CIMIC) operator and as a

CIMIC tactical team leader principally in connection with the Hyena Road Construction Project, in the

Panjwayi district west of Kandahar City.

CIMIC company for Task Force 3 Rotation 10. Ali is second from left in front row.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Background

While growing up, Ali always had a great deal of interest in the military. In 1994, when his family still

lived in Bangladesh, he joined the air scouts movement. In 1996, after his family was granted political

refugee status and moved to Canada, he joined the Royal Canadian Air Cadets 555 Maple Leaf Squadron

located at the Canadian Grenadier Guard’s Armoury on Esplanade Avenue in Montreal. In 2001, he

became the Cadet Squadron Commander of that squadron and a year later enrolled in the Cadet

Instructor Corps as an officer. When he started attending Vanier College, he decided to enroll in the
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reserves. Since he had a great amount of respect for his maternal grandfather, who had been a

Commander successively in the Navies of Pakistan and Bangladesh, his first choice was to enrol in the

naval reserve. In Bangladesh, his grandfather served 37 years in the navy, participated in the war

between India and Pakistan, and suffered as a prisoner of war. During his basic military training at Camp

Borden in Ontario, Ali had the opportunity to visit the tank museum there, which turned his interest to

the armoured corps. That interest had originally been seeded when, as a cadet, he visited the Côte-des-

Neiges Armoury with a friend to attend a recruiting presentation and get a ride in a Cougar. In 2004, he

decided to pursue this interest in the armoured corps and requested a transfer to the RCH as a trooper.

In the RCH, Ali underwent training in various discliplines in Valcartier and Meaford. He remembers that

during this period he initially had a lot of difficulty learning how to drive an Iltis jeep. Having always lived

in the city, he had never needed to concern himself with anything other than public transportation.

During the regular training year at the unit, he was employed as a member of a reconnaissance troop

and as an assistant in the unit recruiting office. He also joined the riding troop. During the following two

summers, he was employed as a guardsman at the ceremonial guard in Ottawa.

In the fall of 2006, he started attending Concordia University majoring in Political Science. At the same

time, he applied, and was accepted, for officer training. He attended his basic officer training in the

summer of 2007 and his armour officer phase training in 2008. During the regular training year at the

unit, he was employed as a reconnaissance troop leader and recruiting officer. In 2009, he was

employed for a period of six months as an instructor at the Royal Canadian Armoured School in

Gagetown. Upon his return from Gagetown, he was employed for a period of approximately six months

as a member of the Tactical Reserve Company of Joint Task Force Games supporting the 2010 winter

Olympics in Vancouver, British Columbia. During this tasking, he was assigned first as the reconnaissance

platoon commander and then as a liaison officer with Task Force Vancouver.

Preparation for deployment

In the spring of 2010, he returned to Montreal looking for another assignment. After temporarily

replacing another officer in Gagetown and then working for a short period of time at the ceremonial

guard in Ottawa, he was asked to report to Camp Valcartier as a member of the Civilian-Military Co-

operation team preparing for deployment to Afghanistan.

When he arrived in Valcartier, he was assigned to the CIMIC Company as a potential replacement, in case

one of the other members could not deploy. Since Ali had already completed training in preparation for

the Olympic Games, he had many of the qualifications needed to deploy to Afghanistan and,

consequently, was exempted from some of the training that other CIMIC operators needed to follow

before their departure. Since he had arrived late during the training cycle, he received a four-day crash

course on CIMIC operations, rather than the normal two-week course.

Prior to its deployment to Afghanistan, the CIMIC Company deployed to CFB Wainwright in Alberta to go

through their confirmatory training. For this exercise, the individual CIMIC teams were integrated with

the Infantry companies and the tank squadron. Initially, Ali was attached to the tank squadron for a

short task and then, with the rest of the CIMIC team, to B Company of the 1er Bataillon, Royal 22e

Régiment (1 R22eR). The team was comprised of a team leader and an information manager, who were
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located at the company headquarters, and three operators, who were assigned to each of the different

platoons. The team leader was a captain, while the operators held the ranks of sergeant and above, and

the information manager was a Master Corporal. The information manager would help manage the

paperwork and the funds associated with the CIMIC projects. The members of the CIMIC teams were

almost exclusively reservists. During the exercise, he remembers being asked to help organise a

simulated meeting with local authorities (referred to as a Shura) to discuss the military’s intended

operations. In this case, his assignment was to help the officer commanding the tank squadron obtain

the cooperation of the local civil authorities so as to avoid problems during the operation. During the

exercise, he was advised of his promotion to Captain. At the end of the exercise, Ali was selected to be

one of the CIMIC team leaders who were to participate in the deployment.

Arrival in Theatre

Ali remembers arriving at the Kandahar Air Field (KAF), completing his in-clearance and then being

transported by helicopter to Masum Ghar. Masum Ghar was a forward operating base situated 20 or so

kilometers to the west of Kandahar City, near the Panjwayi Bazaar.

The Canadian forces that were in that area were focusing all their attention on Operation Pass Raftan,

which was an operation to build a new road between Kandahar City and the western point of the horn of

Panjwayi. The road, referred to as the Hyena road, stretched approximately 18 kilometers to the west of

Masum Ghar. The Canadian government’s idea in financing and executing this project was to facilitate

the development of the area by improving the transportation infrastructure. The road would also be a

means of extending the influence of the Afghanistan government into the area. From a military point of

view, it improved control over the area and facilitated resupply operations.

Once on the ground, some changes were made to the CIMIC team structure. At that time, the Canadian

Area of responsibility was being significantly reduced as the Canadian soldiers were gradually handing

over territory to the American Forces that were preparing to take over. This reduction was occurring

subsequent to a decision by the Canadian government to remove its soldiers from the theatre.

The changes to the CIMIC team involved a downsizing as well as the removal of its vehicles and drivers.

Instead of two teams, there would only be a single team, leaving Ali as a team leader without a team.

Concurrently, the commander of the tank squadron located at Masum Ghar expressed a need for

someone who could work with his organisation to perform battle damage assessments. The tank

squadron, which was C Squadron of the 12 RBC, was part of a battle group that was responsible to

manage and oversee the construction of the new road. The battle group was comprised of a

reconnaissance squadron, a tank squadron, several infantry companies from the 1er Bataillon, Royal 22e

Régiment (R22eR), a company from the 3e Bataillon, Royal 22e Régiment, several infantry companies from

the Afghan National Army, a field engineer troop, an artillery detachment, and various other smaller

units. The actual construction of the road was performed by the US Navy Construction Forces (SeaBees)

and a group of Canadian engineers.

The tank squadron was commanded by Major Landry, who had previously been an officer in the RCH.

Major Landry had a good understanding of how to use the CIMIC resources and his immediate priority
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was to address the damage claims resulting from the construction. Ali immediately agreed to work in

this capacity.

An infantry platoon from the R22eR and an infantry company from the Afghan National Army had been

attached to the tank squadron to form a combat team. This combat team had to secure the construction

area and protect the construction crews so they could go about their business without getting attacked

by the insurgents.

American SeaBee armoured bulldozer at work.
Pictures taken from films on DND website

Military road grader preparing road bed.
Pictures taken from films on DND website

Damage assessments for Route Hyena

One of the problems that was being created by the construction of the new road was the destruction of

the surrounding farmland. The new road was to be much larger and straighter than the original road,

which in many locations could only be described as a trail. In many places, the new road cut through

existing grape fields that were probably centuries old. To reduce the risk of ambushes or other attacks,

the original design of the road called for it to be cleared of any brush or structures for a distance of 25

meters on either side of the road. The decision to clear a minimum of 25 meters on each side of the

road increased the amount of damage caused by the construction.

Local trucks dumping crushed rock on roadbed.
Pictures taken from films on DND website

Dump trucks returning to load more stone.
Pictures taken from films on DND website

When Ali arrived, his predecessor had already departed so he was unable to get a full briefing as to what

work had been done and what files were being worked on. In the absence of a CIMIC operator, one of

the tank troop leaders was handling the damage claims as a secondary duty. Ali took over control of the

twenty or so open files and reviewed them with a view to meeting the claimants and submitting requests
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for compensation. He had to gain an understanding of the damage, prepare a battle damage assessment

and request compensation for the owners who suffered the damage.

When he started this work, he was not provided with a vehicle or a driver, so he generally had to get

rides to the construction area from members of the combat team who were working in the area. Often

he would ride with the tactical PSYOPS team or the squadron sergeant major.

Typically, one of the tank troops would move out to the western tip of the road where the construction

was being performed and secure the area forming a large rectangle one or more kilometers long. Once

the area was secure, construction would commence. Ali and his interpreter, accompanied by some

Afghan Army CIMIC operators and one or two of the combat team soldiers for local security, would move

through the area on foot, seeking out the landowners and inspecting the damaged area.

Tank squadron providing security to construction crew.
Pictures taken from films on DND website

Recce squadron soldiers relaxing in a leaguer
near the western extremity of the
construction where they typically set up an
OP each night.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Ali and his team would typically start from the OP that was positioned at the western extremity of the

construction and move back along the road until they reached the properties that they had assessed on

the previous day. Along this route, they would meet each of the owners, ask to see their national

identification cards (taskira), get an understanding of their claims, measure their fields, check their

documents to ensure they really did own the land, take note of the types of crops that were being

grown, and take pictures of the damage. The Canadian government’s policy was to compensate farmers

for all crops as long as they were not being grown to produce drugs. The principal crops in the area were

grapes, of a variety that was considered to be very good. In the evenings he would return to his quarters

in Masum Ghar and prepare the damage assessment reports that he submitted to the legal advisor

located at the Provincial Reconstruction Team offices in Kandahar City.

Based on the information provided by Ali and his team, the legal advisor would determine the amount of

the compensation to be paid. The payments were only made in respect of the damages incurred. No

payments were made by the Canadian government for the expropriated land, because it was prevented

from doing so by Afghan law. Ali was instructed to inform the land holders that it was the responsibility
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of the Afghan Government to compensate them for the value of the expropriated land. Payments under

the equivalent of $2,000 Canadian could be authorized by the legal advisor. If the damage was greater

than $2,000 ministerial approval was needed from Canada, so the process to obtain larger payments was

much longer.

Ali and some local property owners congregate in
preparation for an information session.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Ali conducting the information session and answering
questions of local property owners.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

When he visited the damaged properties, Ali was always concerned about encountering Improvised

Explosive Devices (IED’s). At the beginning of the rotation, the insurgents were generally able to place

them without being detected. As time progressed, the battlegroup became more proficient at

preventing and detecting them. To prevent them, the battlegroup installed a surveillance balloon that

allowed operators at FOB Masum Ghar to detect the presence of humans on or near the road, alerting

them to possible IEDs. Also, the reconnaissance squadron was tasked with setting up observation posts

and performing patrols to detect possible insurgent activity. To detect the IED’s, the engineer teams

traced the road every morning with specialized equipment. When he walked off the road with one of

the property owners, Ali always asked the property owner to proceed first so that he could follow in his

tracks. He did this because the Afghans were often aware of the presence of an IED but were afraid to

report it to the Canadians because of intimidation by the insurgents. Ali thought, however, that they

would not knowingly walk on one themselves.
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Ali and 1 Canadian and 2 Afghan CIMIC
operators prepare to depart on a damage
assessment patrol.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

While collecting damage information, Ali and his team were
invited to have lunch with a family of five brothers whose
properties were damaged by the construction.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

One of the typical problems Ali encountered was the splitting up of a piece of land when the new road

passed through the middle. This was more of a problem when a water source was situated on one side

of the road and crops that had to be watered were situated on the other side. Another problem was

related to the flow of water across the surface of the land. In certain cases, the new road blocked the

natural flow of water, depriving certain farmers of the water they needed to irrigate their crops. Ali got

the impression that the flow of water had not always been studied in sufficient depth during the design

phase for the road. Furthermore, the engineers were reluctant to add culverts because culverts were

often used to plant IED’s.

Culvert constructed on the road with protective grill
aimed at preventing the installation of IEDs.
Photo obtained from CAF website

Typical irrigation ditch along the road.
Photo obtained from CAF website

In some cases, there were existing tensions between tribes over the sharing or lack of sharing of water.

Often these tensions were exacerbated by the construction of the road. Ali remembers having to meet

on numerous occasions with the local Mirabs, the water masters who were responsible for deciding the

distribution of irrigation water to the farmers. They were also responsible to oversee the operation and

maintenance of the irrigation infrastructure in each community. On one occasion Ali met with two
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farmers to work out a solution to a water problem. Each of the farmers had an irrigation ditch but on

opposite sides of the road. Each of them also had land that was deprived of water on the other side of

the road adjacent to their neighbour’s water source. If each one agreed to share their water source,

there would be no problem. Ali remembers that at first both were adamant about not sharing. Ali

started the meeting by asking why they wouldn’t share. He continued by invoking religion and asking

them what God would say about the situation, and how they planned to defend their lack of sharing on

their eventual judgement day. Finally, he suggested that the Afghan government could be called upon to

settle their water dispute, but reminded them that a simpler alternative would be for them to work out

an amical arrangement on their own terms. He was happy to see that these lines of questioning seemed

to soften their attitudes and help them work out a mutually acceptable solution.

At another location, since the engineers had not resolved a water flow problem quickly enough, one

frustrated farmer and his family threatened to dig up the road themselves to restore the flow of water to

his property. Ali had to point out that this would be a very bad course of action with potential lethal

consequences as the ISAF forces would probably consider them to be insurgents attempting to plant an

IED and attack them. This argument seemed to convince the individuals involved to accept payment for

damages and to be more patient in waiting for a more permanent solution.

Another problem was the idea of clearing 25 meters on each side of the road. This decision resulted in a

lot of damage to the surrounding farms. As the road progressed, the need for so much space was

questioned and it was eventually agreed that it could be reduced to 5 meters.

Ali was able to complete the first damage assessments and organise a payment session. A legal advisor

came to the area and proceeded with the payments. Up until the time the claimants actually got paid,

most of them doubted that they would ever be compensated. Once these payments started to be made,

the information spread to the villages further along the road making the property owners more

cooperative.

Property owner receiving payment in respect of his damage
claim. Note Ali is actually passing him the cash while the
legal advisor completes the paperwork.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Ali having tea at an information session for local property
owners who suffered damage as a result of the construction,
some of whom brought land title documents.
The elder standing in the background was a former Colonel
of the Afghan Army prior to the Soviet Invasion.
Photos provided by Ali Raju
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As time progressed, Ali’s terms of reference were enlarged and he was asked to help mitigate any of the

negative impacts of the road construction activity. He started getting involved with the organisation of

meetings or Shuras with the authorities and elders of the villages further along the intended path of the

new road. At first, he found that the elders were generally reticent to work with the Canadians.

Previously the Canadian Forces had advanced into the area, engaged and defeated the insurgents, and

established their presence for only a limited period of time. But, rather than hold and control the

ground, they had left and returned to their operating bases. When this happened, the insurgents

returned and killed those Afghans who had cooperated with the ISAF forces. Ali worked hard to

overcome the reluctance of the local population.

Shura organised at the school in the village of
Zangabad so that the OC of the tank squadron could
explain the road construction project to the village
authorities and elders.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Major Landry, the OC of the tank squadron and a US
special forces officer listen as one of the Afghans’
questions is translated by the interpreter.
Photo by Ali Raju

He worked hard to develop his relations with the local authorities, the police and the Afghan National

Army. On more than one occasion he prayed and ate his meals with the Afghans. He felt that his

gregarious nature, his continuous interest in networking, his Muslim faith, his understanding of the

Pakistani Urdu language and the brown colour of his skin were all factors that helped him build his

affinity and credibility with the local population. Over time, he altered his posture and dress to be less

adversarial. He would remove his helmet at meetings and adopt a more friendly posture. This change

made it easier to deal with the local population.
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Ali having tea and cakes with the Afghan National Civil
Order Police (ANCOP) in their compound in the village
of Taloqan.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Ali posing with two of the policemen at their
compound in the village of Taloqan.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

As the CIMIC operator attached to the squadron, he also inherited some small projects that had been

started by the previous CIMIC operator at Masum Ghar. Some of these projects were designed to

renovate schools or repair wells. Some of them were cash-for-work projects where locals were hired to

clean and construct ditches with a view to improving drainage, reducing damage to roads, and

facilitating access to public buildings. The projects were designed especially to employ fighting-age

males and thus make them less interested in joining the insurgents. When he first visited one of these

projects, he was surprised to see a number of younger teenagers working on the project. When he

inquired about this, he was told that in Afghanistan, children as young as twelve years old are considered

to be adults. Many of them worked and some even got married at this young age. After reviewing the

situation back at the squadron headquarters, however, it was decided that employment of this type

would only be offered to those over 18 years of age, to be consistent with Canadian standards. Ali

remembers that the job of informing the village elders of the decision was given to him.
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One of the small projects was to provide
an irrigation pump to solve the water
problems created by the new road.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Another one of the projects was to have members of the CIMIC team
from the Afghan National Army distribute quilts to families in the
cold period from November to January to earn their goodwill.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

As the road construction progressed in a westerly direction, the volume of work increased. The number

of claims to process increased and the distance between the FOB and the road construction site

increased, so more time was consumed travelling. Ali met with the squadron commander to inform him

that he needed help if he was going achieve all the objectives that were now being set for him. At first,

he tried to get assistance from other members of the combat team. He remembers inviting the troop

leaders and the platoon commander he worked with to join him in smoking tobacco from his Shisha

water pipe in an effort to establish relationships and get them to help him complete certain tasks. This

was only partially successful as they had their own tasks to perform.

Eventually, given the importance of the Hyena Road Project, some additional CIMIC staff were assigned

to help him. He was joined by a warrant officer, another CIMIC operator, and an information manager.

Shortly afterwards, another lieutenant was also added to the team. These resources came from other

CIMIC teams in the area that were less busy. Two Afghan CIMIC operators were also attached as

understudies to the team, to help the Afghan Army develop an equivalent capability. The warrant officer

turned out to be an excellent project manager, very good at preparing paperwork and a very effective

team player. The information manager, who was a corporal-clerk, took over the work of controlling the

different forms. Shortly thereafter, two additional CIMIC operators arrived from Canada. One was an

infantry sergeant from Montreal and the other was an engineer sergeant from Ontario. The engineer

provided additional help looking at the water drainage problems. Further, the team was provided with

its own TLAV, which was a tracked armoured personnel carrier with a grizzly turret mounted on top. On
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the squadron radio net this vehicle was assigned the call sign “Tango-five-five”, which was comprised of

two elements; one being the number 55 which was the normal call sign reserved for the tactical CIMIC

team leader and the other being the letter T, which was reserved for call signs in the Tank squadron.

Even if the CIMIC team now had its own vehicle, for security reasons it would always travel in a bigger

convoy when moving from Masum Ghar to the area in which they were working.

WO Léo Veilleux, the CIMIC team second in command
and a member of the Regiment de la Chaudière,
discusses a damage claim with a property owner.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

TLAV Vehicle that was eventually provided to the CIMIC
team as work progressed further west from their base
at Masum Ghar.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

The arrival of these additional resources helped expedite the claims and free up Ali to allow him to meet

and build relations with the local leaders, mullahs and mirhabs in the towns further along the route. He

would typically arrive in an area, hold a Shura, explain the plan and the process, and let the property

owners know that he and his team would be in the area for the next few days. By keeping the local

community better informed and explaining what was going to happen before the construction occurred

rather than after, he found there were less negative feelings when damage did occur. He also found that

the process became more efficient as the land owners would quickly come and meet with him and his

team at a central location. As the work moved west, the tank troops and the CIMIC team often stayed

on location for up to three days at a time before returning to their quarters at FOB Masum Ghar. When

they stayed on location, they would typically set up a small secure camp with a BBQ-style kitchen. If they

were lucky they would select a site near a well and pay the land owner so they could use it to set up a

field shower. A lot of ingenuity was used by the soldiers to ensure reasonable living conditions.

Ali remembers making numerous foot patrols with members of his team to inspect damaged properties

or to meet with local authorities. He remembers at some point making a conscious decision to always be

the first person in the file, in case they encountered an IED. He made that decision because most of the

other operators were married and many of them had children whereas he was neither a spouse nor a

parent.
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During this period, he also remembers sending CIMIC operators out on foot patrols with the infantry

platoon that they supported. He remembers that when the infantry platoon conducted cordon and

search operations, and cut padlocks to enter compounds or search locked rooms or compartments, the

CIMIC operators would always leave replacement padlocks complete with keys as a means of limiting

damage claims arising therefrom. The CIMIC operator might also be asked to contact the local

authorities before and after the cordon and search operation.

Another task that Ali was often given was to organise visits for media and other important visitors.

These were typically short visits, where Ali would take the visitors to visit the road, and organise

interviews with senior officers or perform interviews himself.

Ali and his team stayed with the tank squadron from December to May, when the construction project

was completed and wound up. During this time period, he and his team had managed a number of

projects and processed about 180 damage claims. He felt that he had been successful in working out

mutually acceptable solutions to most of the claims, and that he had done this in a way that was

acceptable to the local authorities or elders. He received positive feedback about his work from the

battlegroup commander who, when he attended provincial or regional meetings in Kandahar City,

repeatedly heard the Afghan authorities talk about the good work of «Captain Ali».

When the construction project was wound up in May, a ceremony was organised to recognize the

achievement. The provincial governor presided over the ceremony, which involved cutting a ribbon that

was stretched across the road. Refreshments were served after the ceremony at a local Afghan National

Army compound nearby. For Canada, it was an important project and a major part of its contribution to

the reconstruction of the nation.

Vacations

Each of the soldiers in Afghanistan was entitled to a home leave travel allowance. Ali chose to use these

funds at the end of February to pay the cost of his flight home to Montreal to visit with his family. While

he was home, he visited William Scully’s Uniform Boutique in Montreal to pick up a cavalry sabre that he

had ordered prior to his departure. The sabre was tailor-made to be properly sized in proportion to his

body. He also visited a photography studio and had his portrait taken wearing the Full Dress Uniform of

the Royal Canadian Hussars. For the picture, he posed in a stance identical to the one adopted by

Winston Churchill in an old picture that hung in the RCH officers’ mess.
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Picture of Ali in the Full Dress Uniform of the
Royal Canadian Hussars taken while he was on
leave in Montreal.
Picture provided by Ali Raju

Picture of Ali in a more modern combat uniform as he waits
to return by helicopter to Masum Ghar after a meeting at
KAF.
Picture provided by Ali Raju

Move to Sperwan Ghar

After the road construction project was completed, Ali and the members of his team rejoined the other

members of the CIMIC team that they had originally deployed with. They were now stationed in

Sperwan Ghar, where they were supporting an infantry company from the R22eR. From May to July, Ali

helped manage and wind up the remaining CIMIC projects at that location. During this time, the weather

was extremely hot, so the troops mostly worked early in the morning before 10 am or after the sun went

down. The CIMIC team adhered to this schedule as well because the Afghan authorities were simply not

available during the hottest part of the day.

As the Canadian infantry company prepared for its departure, an equivalent company from an American

Striker Brigade based in Alaska came on site to take over the area of responsibility. During a transitional

period, the units patrolled and worked together. During this time, Ali had the privilege of participating as

the CIMIC representative on the last joint foot patrol conducted by the two organisations in the area

around Sperwan Ghar.
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Ali participates as the CIMIC operator in a joint foot
patrol with the Canadian and American infantry
companies during the handover at Sperwan Ghar.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Ali plays a game of chess while relaxing with the
incoming company commander from the Alaskan
Striker Brigade.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Ali also remembers being asked to organise a Shura to introduce the American company commander and

his CIMIC operators to the local powerbrokers, including notably the local Maleks (Mayors), Mullahs

(priests), the Mirabs (water managers), the principal business owners, and the tribal leaders. The tribal

leaders were representatives of small communities in the area that were generally based on two or more

closely-knit families. Not only was he asked to organise the Shura but he was also asked to lead the

meeting, explain the changes and introduce the newly arrived Americans. When preparing for the

meeting, he met the American company commander, Captain Sean Alred, and found him to be a very

charismatic and effective leader.

Shura organised to introduce Americans.
Photo taken from CF website

Ali thanking the locals for their collaboration on
behalf of the Canadian Company commander.
Photo taken from CF website

This was the last Canadian rotation that carried out combat operations in Afghanistan. The subsequent

rotation was deployed only to organise the repatriation of all the equipment and supplies. A separate

training mission was subsequently organised in Kabul.
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Return home

After completing its rotation at Sperwan Ghar, the CIMIC team moved to KAF and then to Canada.

Ali receiving his medals at the end of the tour. Because
he spent more than 210 days in the theatre, he
received both the star and one bar.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Ali receiving a team leader’s pennant from Major
Lamoureaux, the OC of the CIMIC Company.
Photo provided by Ali Raju

Subsequent to his deployment, Ali received a Chief of Defense Staff (CDS) commendation in recognition

of his work in mitigating the negative impacts associated with the construction of the Hyena Road.

According to this commendation, Ali was the critical link between the local population and the Canadian

Forces during the construction project. His dynamic, enthusiastic and charismatic personality, as well as

his masterful balancing of construction demands with the concerns of the locals, were instrumental to

the success of the project. The warrant officer who worked as his second in command received the Task

Force Commander’s commendation. Ali feels that these commendations reflect on the collective efforts

of the CIMIC team.

When he returned from Afghanistan, he found that his working relationship with other Afghan vets at

the RCH had improved due to their shared experiences. Although his principal motivation for

volunteering to go to Afghanistan had been to get his campaign star, he realised shortly after he got on

the ground that he was able to make a significant contribution to the success of the Hyena road

construction project by helping each of the affected land owners get a fair and rapid payment for the

damage incurred. In doing this he was able to help the Afghans involved and limit their negative

feelings. He found this work much more rewarding than he ever expected.

In reflecting on his time in Afghanistan, he also considers himself and his team fortunate for never having

been seriously attacked and never having had to defend themselves.

Life thereafter

At the time that the document was prepared, Ali Raju had joined the regular force and was employed as

the Regimental Liaison Officer for the Lord Strathcona’s Horse (Royal Canadians), in Edmonton, Alberta.
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